Gold Track Workshop 10
June 23-24, 2022

Day 1 – VCoE and EIC- EIT Health Collaboration

EIT Health Community France
187 Rue du Chevaleret
75013, Paris France

Recommended lunch before the meeting

13:00 – 14:00 CET  Meeting with Venture Centre of Excellence (VCoE): access to finance and strategic connections
Iordanis Arzimanoglou, EIC Programme Manager
Isaac Middelmann, VCoE Programme Director
Helene Mathieu, VCoE Senior Deal Flow Manager

14:00 – 15:00 CET  Meeting with EIT Health EIC CollabPilot Team
Iordanis Arzimanoglou, EIC Programme Manager
Javier Vega, EIT Health Project Manager
Albert Jung-Ting Hsieh, EIT Health Venture Portfolio Manager

Eligo Bioscience Premises
111 Avenue de France
75013 Paris

15:45 – 16:20 CET  Welcome and GT Introduction to Companies

16:20 – 16:30 CET  EIC-EIT Health collaboration: opportunities for start-ups
Javier Vega, EIT Health Project Manager
Iordanis Arzimanoglou, EIC Programme Manager

16:30 – 16:45 CET  Introduction of Expert Council Members to new companies

16:45 – 17:15 CET  Panel Discussion / Q&A with current companies (for all incl. new companies

17:15 – 18:00 CET  Networking Reception with EC Members and Dinner
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Day 2 – Gold Track Workshop

Eligo Bioscience Premises
111 Avenue de France
75013 Paris

09:00 – 09:10 CET The EIC Accelerator model
Iordanis Arzimanoglou, EIC Programme Manager

09:10 – 11:30 CET General Assembly – New company pitches and EC voting (public event)

11:30 – 12:30 CET Break and networking with companies

12:30 – 13:30 CET Networking Lunch followed by Announcement of winners